THE  LAST WEEK
was the radiant Mediterranean, a sea on which I felt at
home, where the colours, the atmosphere and the sailing
ships themselves all looked familiar.
And now it was Greece, the islands like beads in the midst
of the intensely blue sea. Then in one hop we reached
France. A bare ten years before, on the Bonita, we had
sailed from France to Greece in a month—at about caravan
speed, in fact.
It is an astounding contrast to be going at fifteen miles
a day one day and at fifteen hundred the next. I had so
got into the habit of moving at the same rate as people
did a thousand years ago, with the camels, that now I
found it difficult to realize I was every day flying over
new countries inhabited by different races. Centuries
of history! Cradles of religions! They seemed to be huddled
into a little space, whereas, from Peking to India, Asia
had seemed endless. But though Europe was so small,
misunderstanding was more rife than ever amongst its
occupants. Yet they all have fresh water and grass growing
on their lands. ...
And then, after so many strange places—Japanese, Chinese,
Tibetan and Mongol—I had scarcely set foot on French
soil before the aeroplane gave itself, as it were, a shake
and was off again. The smart woman sitting in front
of me had just time to make up before we reached
Lyons. There was a short rest at the airport, where a
crowd of people ate and drank and smoked gr&s bleu
tobacco* Noisy children were running about in all directions
and everybody seemed to be shaking hands with everybody
else.
Night was falling when the vast swarm of lights that was
Paris appeared in the north. . . .
Suddenly I understood something. I felt now, with
all the strength of my senses and intelligence, that Paris,

